
My name is Kristen Johnson and I am an eighth grader at Friends' Central School.  

Friends' Central Schools eight graders have been doing work at East Indian Creek for over 

fifteen years.  Each year the science classes go down to the stream around five times and 

evaluate the health of  the stream and do various water quality tests.  We do tests for dissolved 

oxygen, nitrate, phosphate, turbidity, conductivity, coliform bacteria, biochemical oxygen 

demand and pH, as well as measuring the  depth, air and water temperature.  We do this work 

with partners; groups from two to three people and I was in a group with Isa Berdugo, Max 

Cohen and Owen Pearson.  This year, a few other students and I got to use a probe, which 

made testing faster and more accurate.  The probe was given to the school from the Lower 

Merion Conservancy, who got it by way of  a grant.  The probe was able to take measurements 

of  the temperature, conductivity, pH and dissolved oxygen.  The remaining tests were then 

taken with other water test kits.  My group and I found that there was little trash around the 

stream, which is very impressive.  Eighth grade science teacher Mr. Ross said that when Friends' 

Central Schools students started going to the stream, the place looked like a dump and that 

there was trash everywhere. 


The stream is around a five minute walk across the street from Friends' Central School 

middle and upper campus.  To get there, we walk across the street and about two blocks north 

on city line avenue.  This area of  the stream is now Morris park.  Our stream study site is about 
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where the red arrow is.  East Indian Creek is a branch or tributary of  the larger Cobb's creek.   

Cobb's Creek flows into the John Heinz National Wildlife Refuge and will eventually end up in 

the Delaware Bay.  East Indian Creek was used to power mills in the nineteenth century.  

William Penn was the first owner of  East Indian Creek and he gave it to the Morris family.  In 

1895, the Morris family gave the property to the city.  The city had plans to bury the creek in 

an underground sewer but thanks to Morris park, this never happened.  When the Morris' 

owned this property, they had a hired gardener to take care of  the property.  They planted 

plants like Burning Bush, English Ivy and Wisteria.  These plants are invasive meaning that 

they have evolved the predators that eat them.  When these plants are regularly pruned they are 

not a problem, but the city did not have money for a gardener when the property was given to 

them, so these plants got out of  hand. 


East Indian Creek is a fairly healthy creek.  When comparing our results to those for the 

ideal healthy stream our stream is good.  The ideal range for dissolved oxygen in a healthy 

stream is around four to six parts per million(ppm).  In the data we took, our dissolved oxygen 

measurements were excellent, around six and sometimes seven parts per million each time.  

Our stream study site was after parts of  shallow fast moving water, and we took samples right 

after the water slowed down a little.  Also, the water temperature was not warm and as cold 

water can hold more dissolved oxygen that warm water our levels of  dissolved oxygen make 
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sense.  Our pH was around six and a half  to seven this is good; the pH range for a healthy 

stream is between six to eight, so this was a good level.  The phosphate range for a healthy 

stream is anywhere below 0.3 parts per million.  Phosphate is most affected by the amounts of  

fertilizers and cleaning products that wash into the stream.  If  you use fertilizers on your lawn, 

you could be affecting the health of  your nearest stream.  Our phosphate tests are not exact, so 

we could say that it was less than one, but not 0.7.  For the most part, our phosphate levels were 

less than one, although on one day after a heavy rain it was around three.  The most likely 

cause for that is that a lot of  fertilizers and cleaning products were washed into the stream 

during the rain, raising the amount of  phosphate.  The nitrate range for a healthy stream is less 

than 4.4 parts per million.  Nitrate mainly comes from drainage from septic systems and 

fertilizers.   Our readings for nitrate were around four and five parts per million.  This is not 

that bad, but it could be better.  Turbidity is the amount of  living and non living materials that 

are suspended in water.  Turbidity is measured by the amount of  light that can travel through 

the water.  Turbidity affects the living organisms in the stream because it lowers the amount of  

dissolved oxygen in the water, and it makes the water hotter.   Our readings for turbidity was 

around four, but after a rain it was fifteen.  This is understandable given the conditions, but it 

could be better.  The riparian zone is also a good measure for how healthy your stream is.  The 

riparian zone is the area of  land next to the stream.  The riparian area around our stream site 

does not have much vegetation next to the stream.  There are some trees, but some of  them 

have bare roots from erosion.  There are fallen branches and sticks; they are mostly on land.  

There are no signs of  trash.  We found at least five species of  macro invertebrates including 

some crayfish in the stream.  There are also water striders and fish.  Overall, the stream is 

healthy, but some measurements would be better in the ideal healthy stream. 


Our stream, East Indian Creek is pretty healthy because the measurements are close to 

the levels for a healthy stream.  It could be better and it will get better with every year of  work.  

By taking measurements of  dissolved oxygen, nitrate, phosphate, turbidity, conductivity, 

coliform bacteria, biochemical oxygen demand, pH, depth and air and water temperature you 

can tell how healthy your stream is.  We also have crayfish, water striders and fish in the stream 

so the conditions cannot be to terrible.  The riparian zone is another good measure for how 

healthy your stream is and our stream's riparian zone is fairly healthy. 
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